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Makeup Artist

The Ticket to  
glowing skin
Why can’t celebrity makeup artist 
Joyce Bonelli get enough of the Cocoa 
Brown by Marissa Carter Golden 
Goddess oil? “[Because] it’s the perfect 
highlighter and skin finisher!” says 
Bonelli, who works with the Kardashian 
and Jenner sisters. “I apply it on the 
cheekbones, the bridge of the nose  
and on the lips for extra sparkle.”  

Cocoa Brown by Marissa Carter Golden Goddess 
Shimmering Dry Body Oil, $20, rickysnyc.com
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From soft Blond to Edgy Platinum
Taylor’s bright blond “looks more adventurous,” says Aura 

Friedman, celebrity hair colorist and b3 Brazilian Bond Builder 
brand loyalist. “It gives her a little bit more of a rock ’n’ roll vibe. 

Plus, it enhances her skin tone and doesn’t wash her out.”

Taylor swift’s Transformation: 

ta prepped Gigi’s 
face with a layer of 

thick moisturizer 
to help makeup 

lay beautifully on 
the skin. then, for 
an extra-flawless 

effect and glow, 
he smoothed on 

Maybelline New 
York’s Face Studio 

Master Prime in 
Blur + Illuminate.

“Gigi wanted her 
eyes to look bright 
and open,” says ta, 

who brushed the 
light beige tone from 

Maybelline New 
York’s the Blushed 

Nudes Palette all 
over and smudged 

the champagne 
shade in the creases 

for shading. 

For a stay-all-
day matte finish, 
Maybelline New 

York’s Color 
Sensational Lip 

Liner in toast was 
used to line and 

fill Gigi’s lips. 

gigi’s ’90s glam
For Daily Front Row’s Fashion 
Los Angeles Awards in LA, 
Gigi Hadid gave brown lipstick 
a new heyday, making it 
look better than ever! Her 
makeup artist Patrick Ta 
says the It Girl needs little 
makeup to stun: “Applying 
too much makeup on 
[Gigi’s] face is a crime!”

Maybelline 
New York’s  
Face Studio 
Master Prime  
in Blur +  
Illuminate,  
$10, drugstores

Maybelline New 
York’s The Blushed 

Nudes Palette, $12, 
drugstores

Maybelline New York’s 
Color Sensational 

Lip Liner in Toast, $6, 
drugstores

it’s eAsy to look beAutiful 
wHen you’ve got tHe world’s 

best experts on HAnd!
Patrick ta

Celebrity 
Makeup Artist


